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PERSPECTIVE

The authors of the core functions and forms framework
conducted a scoping review of the literature to describe
the patient and system needs addressed by a specific
complex health intervention, the intervention’s core
change process that the health intervention seeks to facil-
itate (function), and the strategies or activities that are
needed to execute those functions, or forms.1 Our view-
point is that this framework, which facilitates an under-
standing of the mechanism by which specific steps and
activities are taken to achieve an intended structural and
procedural goal in response to a system or patient need, is
not only appropriate as a roadmap for adaptation, imple-
mentation, and evaluation efforts, but could be used as an
actual methodology for determining mechanism and facil-
itating adaptation, itself.1 The authors suggest that
disentangling an intervention’s core functions and forms
by developing an intervention’s matrix can help practi-
tioners access evidence during implementation and build a
repository of adaptations.1 We extend that suggestion by
asserting that the framework could be used prospectively
as a methodology to intentionally disentangle the mecha-
nism of how a given practice is successful.1 The frame-
work could then be used to prospectively build an inter-
vention, based on the evidence gleaned from “disentan-
glement”, for another setting.
An example of our perspective, which is that the frame-

work could function in itself as a methodology, would be
in the case of where a practitioner wants to understand a
case of positive deviance. For example, in our own re-
search, we have found that in a very low resource facility
in rural Ethiopia, there are very high rates of women
giving birth vaginally who have a history of prior cesarean
birth. For background, global use of cesarean birth, the

most commonly performed surgery in the world, has
exceeded what would be expected based on medical indi-
cations.2 High rates of cesarean have not shown benefits,
are associated with harm, and can constrain resources.3,4

Once a woman has a scarred uterus from a cesarean, she
can deliver by elective repeat cesarean or attempt a trial of
labor (vaginal birth) after cesarean.5 For properly selected
women, trial of labor after cesarean is a safe, evidence-
based choice; it is estimated that 60–80% of women
would achieve vaginal birth if they tried to do so.5 How-
ever, outcomes of trial of labor can be catastrophic if
mismanaged.5,6 Our preliminary data from Mizan-Tepi
University Teaching Hospital (MTUTH) in Mizan-Aman,
Ethiopia, was notable for high rates of successful vaginal
birth after cesarean (32.7%) that were not associated with
adverse maternal or neonatal outcomes compared to elec-
tive repeat cesarean birth. We want to understand how
MTUTH achieves this high level of safe vaginal birth after
cesarean so that we can potentially adapt this success to
other settings where rates are low.
Using our example of MTUTH and its success with

vaginal birth after cesarean, we propose using the func-
tions and forms framework as follows: first, our team
would use mixed methods to assess the physical and
organizational context of MTUTH in order to provide a
physical description of the facility as well as a picture of
the contextual determinants of labor and delivery care at
the hospital. These results would inform qualitative inter-
views on how the physical and organizational context is
associated with excellent vaginal birth after cesarean out-
comes. Then, these data would be integrated to describe
MTUTH’s approach to and management of women with a
history of prior cesarean birth and presented to stake-
holders. We would then engage stakeholders in a focus
group setting where the aim would be to deconstruct or
“disentangle” the results by fitting them into the functions
and forms framework. The framework would be a matrix
of how, or by what mechanism, MTUTH achieves a high
prevalence of safe vaginal birth after cesarean with good
pregnancy outcomes. Next, if the success is meant to be
adapted to another setting, the same initial physical and
contextual assessment of the second facility would be
conducted, integrated, and presented to stakeholders,
along with the functions and forms framework from
MTUTH. Stakeholders would determine, based on how
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their context differs from that of MTUTH, how MTUTH’s
forms might perform in the new setting, and how those
steps or activities might be adapted to meet the system and
patient needs of the new context, and developed into a
logic model and implementation plan. We have presented
a visual of our example scenario in Figure 1. Outcomes
are highlighted in black.
We propose that in order for this concept to be success-

ful, in addition to the functions and forms framework,
practitioners would require a contextual determinants
framework, an adaptation framework, and preliminary
data that inform research hypotheses about functions and
forms. For our example, we propose to use the Nilsen
contextual determinants framework and the Movsisyan
adaptation framework.7,8 We have also completed our
own hypothetical functions and forms frameworks for
MTUTH and the setting where we wish to adapt the
success of MTUTH based on preliminary data, in order
to test these hypotheses with our prospective work. For
illustrative purposes, Figure 2 shows how research exe-

cuted per the above protocol might result in adapted forms
for a new setting that can then be prospectively tested in a
hybrid effectiveness implementation trial. Our new setting
is represented by the acronym “CH” in the figure.
We have not seen the functions and forms framework

used in this way, and we think conceptualizing this
framework as a method is a novel contribution to the
literature. Limitations to this concept are that we have
no evidence of being used yet to this effect and that it
may be too simplistic of a matrix—other components of
mechanism may not fit completely into system/patient
needs, functions, and forms. We intend to test the use of
the framework as a methodology but present the concept
here for others to consider and critique. In conclusion,
we feel the core functions and forms framework may
represent a highly pragmatic tool and methodology for
deconstructing health outcomes to their mechanistic
components and then adapting and rebuilding those
components for an alternative setting, if context is con-
sidered appropriately.
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